
16 May 2012, SkyWatcher ED100

Hercules Galaxy Clusters

Telescope: ED100 (SkyWatcher ED100/900 mm)
Eyepieces :

O-16 - Zeiss O-16, f=16mm, (56×, 44’)
O-10 - Zeiss O-10, f=10mm, (90×, 28’)
TMB7 - TMB Supermonocentric 7, f=7mm, (129×, 14’)
XO5 - Pentax XO5, f=5.1mm, (176×, 15’)

Time: 2012/05/16 20:00-22:00UT
Location: Ř́ıčany
Seeing : Bad, Ant. IV
Mount : Alt-az. AstroTech Voyager

This May night was one of those few dur-
ing which I realized that the limits of hum-
ble 100mm telescope are quite behind my
expectations based on my previous experi-
ence and common knowledge spread in the
older books that I read as an young boy.

Conditions were exceptional after the
pass of cold front. The sky was absolutely
clean between clouds. And I had a two
hours of almost cloudless sky. I grubbed
my 4” refractor to my backyard and checked
open cluster NGC 6791 (9.5v, 10′) in Lyra.
Small town just at the border of 1.5 million
people city is not the best place to look for
objects with such low surface brightness. I
can rarely trace this cluster from my back-
yard and I use its visibility to judge the qual-
ity of the sky. This May night, NGC 6791
was not that difficult target at all. Sky back-
ground was unusually black at 56× (O-16)
and I knew the sky was indeed perfect.

Without having any special plan I decided
to take Uranometria 2000.0 with me and
try some nameless galaxies in Hercules. The
constellation was just in the darkest part of
the sky. From time to time, I just do this
blind target selection - I like surprises. In
10”, one can see quite a lot from the dis-
played objects, but even 4” is not hopeless.
Just to make it easier, I picked up a region
close to M13.

I started with checking nearby companion
of M13, galaxy NGC 6207 (11.7v, 3.0′ ×

1.3′, PA15◦). This is another testing object
that I’m using to judge the quality of sky for
hunting faint fuzzies. It passed with raised
flags. Galaxy was already detectable at 56×
and it was quite distinct oval at 90× (O-10)
at the limit of my averted vision.

Next stop was globular cluster
NGC 6229 (9.4v, 4.5′). It was mak-
ing lovely triangle with two other bright
stars. I could not see individual stars at



Galaxy NGC 6185. Credit: DSS.

90× neither at 176× (XO5), although I had
a feeling that the stars are just about to
appear.

Then I jumped to the lend of unknown.
I started with galaxy NGC 6177 (13.8v,
1.7′ × 1.2′, PA10◦). I could see some hints
of it but I wasn’t sure if it is a faint star or
galaxy. Later at home I found that indeed
there is 13.5 magnitude star just at the edge.

I had much more luck with the next tar-
get, galaxy NGC 6185 (13.5v, 1.2′ × 0.9′,
PA0◦). The visibility of the object was far
more convincing. There was just a suspi-
cious star at power of 56×. Higher magnifi-
cation of 90× showed faint fuzzy just south
of about 12th magnitude star. I could not
hold it steadily with averted vision, never-
theless I could clearly see the oval shape of
galaxy elongated in north-south direction.
I wanted to compare my observation later
on with Night Sky Observers Guide. To my
surprise, galaxy that easily visible in 100mm
refractor had no entry in this book. I was
pleased that the DSS image showed at the
end quite a good agreement with what I saw.

Encouraged by the success I looked on
the same page of Uranometria to find other
potentially interesting galaxies. I noticed
two nearby galaxy clusters Abell 2197 and
Abell 2199.

I could see the central galaxy of Abell

Galaxy NGC 6166, central galaxy of cluster

Abell 2197. Credit: DSS.

2197 relatively easily. NGC 6166 (12.4v,
1.9′ × 1.4′, PA35◦) was popping in and out
with averted vision at 56×. It had elliptical
shape with medium central condensation.
The galaxy was nothing more than hardly
visible ghost at 90×. At the time of observa-
tion, I had no idea that this galaxy is one of
the most massive and brightest galaxies. As
I learnt from Steinicke and Jakiel excellent
book Galaxies and How to Observe Them,
it is giant galaxy of type cD with multiple
cores.

I had no detailed map or image of the
area, and the identification of smaller galax-
ies was very uncertain. I think I glimpsed
for short moments also NGC 6158 (13.8v,
1.2′ × 1.0′). It was showing as a fuzzy
star. I was trying to spot also an-
other two members of the cluster, galaxies
UGC 10404 (15.1v, 1.3′ × 0.9′, PA165◦)
and UGC 10420 (14.5v, 1.2′ × 0.9′,
PA161◦). But I had no luck with them.

From Abell 2199, I identified relatively
easily two its brighter members at power
of 56×: NGC 6173 (12.7v, 1.9′ × 1.4′,
PA140◦) and NGC 6160 (13.3v, 1.8′×1.5′,
PA65◦). Very interesting was observation
of galaxy NGC 6184 (14.3v, 0.8′ × 0.5′,
PA130◦). With listed visual magnitude of
14.3, it is the faintest galaxy I saw that



night. I’m pretty confident that it was it as I
could see also the galaxy’s prolonged shape.
I confirmed with the chart that the direc-
tion was correct. Unfortunately, I could not
study this cluster longer because of clouds
that quickly arrived. I’m sure there were
more galaxies in the cluster within the gasp
of my refractor.

At the time of observation, I had no idea
that this twin clusters of galaxies are al-
most half a billion light years away. About
100 million light years more distant than
well known Coma cluster Abell 1656. It
makes the galaxies from Abell 2199 the most
distant one that I saw with 100mm tele-
scope. This refractor was still surprising me
even after two years of extensive observa-
tions with it. That May night was providing
me again with such unexpected experience.

Alexander Kupčo


